Team Building
with Adrian Benn
Energising, Invigorating and Inspiring …
We have been using some of Adrian’s phrases in the classroom such as ‘show me the best of
you, be selfish and focus on your learning.’ Both children and staff loved him and felt that he
had a lot of time for them.”
I don’t think I have ever seen anyone so perfectly suited to their job. Everyone around school
and in the staffroom has been talking about how amazingly energised, fun and inspiring
Adrian and the workshops were for staff and the children. We loved them.“

Everyone knows that when you work as an enthusiastic and cohesive team,
you are more likely to produce your best work.
High morale teams are not only great to be a part of, but they will also help you reach far greater
heights than those struggling with motivation and positivity. Furthermore, it has been proven that
happy individuals have a greater ability to think laterally and creatively, cope with challenges and
work well with other people. Therefore, the more positive activities we experience, the likelier we
are to manifest positive behaviours such as curiosity, discovery and creativity - all vital ingredients
for a progressive teaching team.
Bigfoot’s senior facilitator, Adrian Benn, is highly experienced at working with teachers, senior
leaders and teaching assistants alike so that they feel enthused and motivated to work together
and produce ideas both during your training day, and in the classroom. Anyone who has seen
‘Ady’ in action with children will know that his enigmatic approach to teaching is infectious and will
revitalise anyone who takes part in his sessions with the motivation to further their learning.
So whether it’s a short session at the beginning of an INSET, or something longer to reinvigorate
energy levels and provide a kit bag of new adaptable games and activities to be used in the
classroom, Adrian is ready to inject energy and enthusiasm into your group and help them shine
1 Hour ‘Energiser’: £250, 2-3 Hours ‘Energise and Invigorate’: £350,
4- 6 Hours ‘Energise, Invigorate and Inspire’: £650
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